Why can't I use my speakers, microphone or camera when connected to an on-campus computer via Remote Desktop?

Issue
When I connect to my computer on campus I do not hear any audio on my local computer, and my local webcam is not detected on the remote computer.

Related articles
- How to change your default mic, speaker, or camera in Microsoft Teams
- How do I Stop Jabber from Starting Calls With Video On?
- Remote Learning Options Available in USask Teaching Spaces
- Working Remotely Guidelines
- Camera Orientation
- Why isn't my microphone working in Teams or Webex?
- How do I configure remote desktop to a Windows computer from a Mac?
- How do I test my audio and video connection to WebEx in advance of my meeting?
- How do I change my Webex call settings?
- How do I change the speaker/microphone that Desktop Jabber uses?